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To cite this version: [12] in the case where the surface acts as if it was totally transparent.
More recently, another solution was given by Ghez et al. [13] , where they supposed that the surface was perfectly reflective.
In fact, it is very rare that the boundary conditions are very well-defined. Thus we chose as Meyer et al. [14] [12] .
When T = -1, the surface is perfectly reflective. We find the equation of Ghez et al. [13] . On the other hand, deeper in the materials, a deviation from the Gaussian profile can be observed. This fact has often been described by several authors who have found an exponential profile for the tail of the implantation curve [16] . In this study, the deviation can better be described by an error function and its evolution after diffusion more correctly responds to an error function than an exponential function. To illustrate this assertion, the Argerf C = f (x) curve (where Argerf function is the inverse function of erf) for a typical concentration profile is represented in figure 3. This curve is a straight line at the end of the profile.
In other terms, the as-implanted concentration profile exhibits two parts : one with a Gaussian profile and the another with an error function profile. Therefore, an abscissa x, (corresponding to the concentration C 1) can empirically be determined, from which the error function is well-adapted.
Taking into consideration the following boundary conditions :
the following solution is adopted :
Equation (2) allows us to determine a diffusion coefficient D1 and equation (5), a diffusion coefficient D2.
The values of C (the concentration corresponding to the xl abscissa) and xl (characterizing the deviation from the Gaussian) vary with the temperature of the annealing.
In this manner, two diffusion coefficients have to be chosen for a good adjustment of the entire curve. This will be discussed in the following section.
We obtained for each temperature two diffusion coefficients Dl or D2, depending on whether the x abscissa is inferior or superior to x, previously defined.
Another procedures based on any initial profile, such as that proposed by Ghez et al. [17] or Tarento [18] existed. This latter method has been tested but does not allow the adjustment of the entire curve.
Results and discussion.
The diffusion coefficient D1 allowing the best fit of the theoretical curve with the experimental one obtained after diffusion, was determined by successive approximations.
In figure 4 , an example of an adjustment of the diffusion profiles is represented. However, we notice the tendency of Q2 to be lower than Q1, which would be the result of a different diffusion mechanism. The possibility of the formation of divacancies, in the area of high nitrogen vacancy concentration is excluded, because according to Adda et al. [19] , the activation energy Q2 would be higher than gi, and this is not the case. 
